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LW22 - Medical Maternity Tunic
Collection:  Women's Workwear
Range:  Workwear
Shell Fabric:  Kingsmill Polycotton Stretch: 65% Polyester,
33% Cotton, 2% Elastane
Outer Carton:  24

Product information
A fresh new look and a flattering maternity fit for our new tunic range for
the medical and beauty world. The comfort of this garment comes from a
new lightweight stretch fabric and an action back so it can move with you
and still look great at the end of a long day.
Women's Workwear
This exclusive range of women's workwear is designed for comfort and
style. The high quality Kingsmill fabric is cut to give a flattering fit and will
retain its colour and shape wash after wash. Handy features such as scissor
stow pocket,  key fob loop and action back contribute to the functional
appeal of these versatile garments.

Workwear
Portwest workwear offers a range of designs and features suitable for many
end  uses.  Quality  fabrics  and  construction  techniques  are  used
guaranteeing  comfort  and  safety.  Tested  to  withstand  the  rigours  of
everyday  wear  each  garment  has  been  carefully  designed  and
manufactured to ensure optimum quality at the best price.

Features
2-way twill stretch fabric for ease of movement and added comfort●

Concealed stud front for easy access●

4 pockets for ample storage●

Concealed scissors pocket●

D-ring for keys or ID cards●

Action back for extra freedom of movement●

Women's fit●
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LW22 - Medical Maternity Tunic
Commodity Code: 6204331000

Test House

Wash Care
          

Carton Dimensions/Weight

Item Colour Len Wid Hgt Weight(Kg) Cubic(m3) EAN13 GTIN/DUN14
LW22WARS White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.2720 0.0421 5036108360147 15036108848796
LW22WARM White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.2900 0.0421 5036108360130 15036108848789
LW22WARL White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.3000 0.0421 5036108360123 15036108848772
LW22WARXL White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.3220 0.0421 5036108360154 15036108848802
LW22WARXXL White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.3400 0.0421 5036108360161 15036108848819
LW22WARXXXL White/Aqua 43.0 28.0 35.0 0.3460 0.0421 5036108360178 15036108848826


